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As Bertie began to change. People always think I am calm but they never know that I am actually very anxious
when I speak to them. Clearly, they are a combination of privilege and problems, unable to control their
destiny while seemingly fated and forced to fulfill it. The only person who believes in him and treated him as
the bravest man he knows is Lionel and what I also believe because the true meaning of bravery is about being
afraid and with those chilling of hands, knocking of knees and rapid heartbeats will direct you to step out of it
and make a bold move that will lead you to see and prove what the universe has for you. I can say that I really
focused more on what will happen to the Kings speech at the end of the day, on how he will overcome his
disability, on how he will do things and exercises to reach his goal, on how fluent he will deliver, and what
have you. We are not gifted with a voice for nothing. It is worry, fear, and doubt that made the Bertie believe
that he cannot speak straightly or that he really is to stutter. Speaking Is not a simple task. Instead, he digs for
the source, never letting his patient's place get in the way of his methods. The King's Speech provides such
insights - and much, much more. As entertaining as it is, as well made and proportioned as it is, The King's
Speech can't help but suffer from some of the same source issues as many it its period piece pathway. Who
knows? All we need to do is to listen to what is within us and follow its voice. How to cite this essay Choose
cite format:. It is done with much thinking. Sure, we snicker when a Duchess discusses her weight issues, or
weep when a particularly beloved crowned icon dies a tragic death, but for the most part, the regal are mere
portraits, painted by the broad, baseless strokes of generations of insularity. Perhaps, his worries do not free
him from stuttering after all, they just get away all of his strength to try and practice. She just wants some
feedback from us. His fear to speak began to disappear gradually. Without love for himself and for the people
he can never have such perseverance of turning what people thinks as impossible to possible. He had great
determination. It's the circumstances and their reaction to it which provides most of the levity. He was more
than that for he became a friend whose intentions are pure and undeceiving. The root of all those
determination of moulding your personality is encircled to the essence of love. This charmingly modest film
explores an entirely different kind of courage than the quality that's always seen on action movies or war. It
was as if he was losing hope that he would be able to speak normally. George conquered his stammer and
found his voice to lead his people to face the most devastating war humanity has ever faced. I speak because I
have a voice. He has the most difficult role of all. Elmer Soriano July 07, Worry does not empty tomorrow of
its sorrow; it empties today of its strength. Bertie was scared. Yet even within this imagined setting, it's still
hard to get a firm handle on what a true royal really is. Even though it's mostly made up of the "truth is
stranger than fiction" school of storytelling, it treats the British royal family, specifically the late '30s reign of
George V, Edward VIII, and eventually George VI, as a trip through familiar dysfunction.


